
Illex RV Driftfry 3" 7,6cm Softbait Deadly Bait

Illex

Product number: IL-17074

The RV DRIFTFRY 3' is the small version of our 
DRIFTFRY series, which was developed by 
Japanese anglers fishing for black bass in reservoirs.

Weight: 0.0025 kg
15,95 €
14,39 € * 14,39 €

Discover the Illex RV Driftfry 3" 7.6cm soft lure: a masterpiece for 
predators

Unique attraction for European predators

The Illex RV Driftfry 3" 7.6cm soft bait is your ultimate companion when fishing for European predators 
such as perch, zander and bass. Extensive testing has proven this lure to be irresistible to these target fish, 
making it a must-have in any angler's tackle box.

Hyper-realistic design

With an extremely sleek body that mimics small juvenile fish down to the smallest detail, including lifelike 
eyes, gills and scales, the Illex Driftfry offers a hyper-realistic appearance underwater. This lifelike 
reproduction is the key to its high catch rate.

Perfect balance and versatility

An innovative air channel in the body of the lure reduces the density, allowing the soft bait to achieve 
perfect balance when mounted on a jig head. The integrated lip acts as a drag, allowing anglers to fish small 
spots precisely with light twitches. For optimum movement, we recommend combining it with a Magic 
Tungsten Micro Round Head or Magic Tungsten Round Head to achieve seductive glitter and shimmer 
effects on the flanks.

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Hooks/Jighead/Illex-Magic-Tungsten-Micro-Round-Jig-Head-with-Bait-holder.html
https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Hooks/Jighead/Illex-Magic-Tungsten-Micro-Round-Jig-Head-with-Bait-holder.html
https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Hooks/Jighead/Illex-Magic-Tungsten-Round-Jig-Head-with-Bait-holder.html


Customisable for every tactic

Anglers can shorten the lip of the Illex RV Driftfry if required to adapt it for a variety of finesse tactics, from 
Ned-rig and drop-shotting to bottom-bouncing techniques for trout. This flexibility makes the rubber fish a 
versatile choice for different fishing conditions.

Technical details:

Size: 3" / 7,6 cm
Weight: 2,5 g
Swimming behaviour: Floating
Target fish: Perch, zander, black bass, trout

The Illex RV Driftfry 3" 7.6cm soft lure is more than just a lure - it is an investment in your fishing 
success. Equip yourself with this top product and experience how even the most cautious predators cannot 
resist the charm of the Driftfry.

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/

